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Abstract
Maximization of the dynamic aperture and Landau damping of the collective instabilities are
partly con icting requirements On the one hand the nonlinearities of the lattice must be
minimized at large oscillation amplitude to guarantee the stability of the single particle motion
On the other hand a spread of the betatron frequencies is needed for the stability of the collective
motion of bunches of particles this requires nonlinearities eective at small amplitudes We
show in this note that the natural spread of betatron tunes due to the eld imperfections is
inadequate for Landau damping An octupole scheme is required to provide collective stability
at high energy At low energy it may be used to nd the optimum between the correction of the
octupolar eld imperfections and Landau damping The solution of the stability problem taking
into account the two degrees of freedom of the transverse motion allows a signicant saving in
octupole strength even though a safety margin is included	 
 octupoles with a magnetic length
of  cm are needed leaving some reserve slots for other correctors The present localization
close to the lattice quadrupoles is well adapted for Landau damping but unfavourable for the
correction of the octupolar imperfection of the dipoles Depending on the multipolar errors in
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 Introduction
An octupole scheme for the control of Landau damping has always been part of
the LHC project   A magnetic length of  cm was reserved for that next to each arc
quadrupole  There is now competition for this space to put other optical correctors such
as trimming quadrupoles skew quadrupoles and possibly other multipolar correctors  This
note is aimed at dening the requirements of beam dynamics on the system of octupoles
and to derive their strength and number 
After recalling the tune spread created by octupoles the requirements for Landau
damping and dynamic aperture control are dened  A feature of LHC is the large can
cellation which occurs at injection between the impedance due to coherent space charge
and the impedance due to the discontinuities of the vacuum chamber 	pumping slots bel
lows monitors       
  At collision energy this cancellation disappears and the increase of
the broadband impedance partly osets the higher beam rigidity  The most demanding
correction by octupole lenses is thus unexpectedly at  TeV  The compatibility of the
various requirements is discussed and the parameters for the octupole correction scheme
calculated 
 Tune Spread by Octupoles
We recall here the classical calculation of the tune spread due to octupoles   The







































































are the betatron action variables whose average value is related to the
beam emittance  by hJi   
Due to the third power dependence of the octupolar perturbation on the coordinates
the motion will be perturbed by the three rst harmonics of the betatron oscillation
frequency  The response however will only be large at the eigenfrequency i e  at harmonic
one  The eective gradient perturbation due to the octupoles is thus obtained by replacing
x and y in Eqs  	
 and 	
 by their expressions 	
 and 	
 dropping the higherorder











































 the gradient perturbation is constant the tune shifts may easily
be computed from the classical tuneshift formula with the proper sign inversion for the









































































 Landau Damping of the rigid dipole mode
A discussion of Landau damping for the collective rigid dipole oscillations

in pres
ence of twodimensional betatron tune spread can be found in Ref    The problem of



































is the coherent horizontal tune shift induced by the machine impedance in the
absence of tune spread and Q the coherent horizontal tune  A similar dispersion relation
holds for vertical betatron oscillations  The amplitudedependent incoherent horizontal























 in the two transverse planes the double integral
has innite tails either in one or in both tune directions 	depending on the relative sign
of the detuning coecients
 and it is impossible to obtain quantitative results concerning
the loss of Landau damping for a given real coherent tune shift caused by the broadband
impedance  Since the case of a truncated Gaussian distribution gives rise to complicated
pathologies of the stability limit  we assume that the transverse beam distribution
function in D is quasiparabolic

with the same r m s  normalised betatron spread
 
p















































































































 and is shown in Fig   it is a bellshaped curve smoothly going to
zero together with its rst and second derivative at about  
 
A generalization of these results to higher order head tail modes also including synchrotron tune
spread is being investigated by J Scott Berg

There is no two dimensional generalisation of the usual parabolic distribution in D












Figure  Normalised transverse beam prole for the quasiparabolic distribution of
Eq  	
 












is convenient to perform the integral in Eq  	
 by parts  Then normalising the action
variables by 
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the dispersion relation 	












































For a given ratio c  b	a between the octupole cross and direct term the dispersion
relation Eq  	
 can be viewed as a mapping from the complex qplane to the complex
q
coh
plane  When a 
  the spread S used to normalise the tune shifts is positive and the
stability limit is then obtained by plotting Im 	q
coh

 versus Re 	q
coh

 for values of q with
vanishing positive imaginary part  Reversing the sign of the detuning coecients a and
b the stability limit corresponds to complex conjugate values of q and thus of q
coh
 it is
the mirror symmetric curve in the q
coh
plane obtained by reection about the real axis 
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Here we use the sign convention adopted in 	
 for one dimensional betatron tune spread

The beam transfer functions and the corresponding stability limits for a 
  	solid curves

are shown in Figs  I II and III for c     and  respectively  The dashed
and dotted lines in these plots correspond to instability growth rates of  and 
respectively of the full horizontal tune spread S i e  to Im	q
   and Im	q
   
The transfer function T 	q
 is proportional to the coherent beam response observed
in the limit of vanishing intensity while exciting the beam at frequency q by a shaker the
zerointensity beam tune corresponds to the maximum of Re T 	q
 and for nite beam




induced by the broadband impedance is roughly within the incoherent tune spread around
this peak 
It is important to realize that as a consequence of our normalisation by the full
horizontal tune spread S the coherent tune shifts induced by the machine impedance
in the complex q
coh
plane have an opposite sign for a    For example an inductive
impedance gives rise to negative real coherent tune shifts Q
coh
  If the detuning coecient
a is chosen negative so as to produce an amplitude detuning with the same sign as Q
coh

the corresponding normalised tune shift q
coh
is as well negative  In the onedimensional
case this situation provides the largest Landau damping 	up to q
coh
  
 as can be
seen in Fig  Ib  The analysis of the twodimensional problem  shows that this situation
can be reversed for positive values of the relative crossanharmonicity c   and that the
stability threshold can be increased by a factor of two 	see Fig  III
 when c     In
this case the detuning coecient a has to be chosen positive i e  opposite to the sign of
the coherent tune shift 
 Coherent Tune Shifts
The singlebeam collective eects expected in LHC were stated in  and reviewed
in  with an updated knowledge of the machine impedance  They encompass the single
bunch coherent motion discussed later and the coupledbunch oscillations  A detailed
analysis of the latter   driven by the narrowband impedance due to resistive wall
and HOMs in the superconducting and feedback cavities shows that an active feedback
system with a half bandwidth of   MHz and a gain corresponding to a damping time
of  ms is sucient at injection to damp all dipole modes provided the Q values of the
cavity HOMs are in the order of 

  At collision energy a further increase in bandwidth
or gain is necessary to correct these multibunch modes 
The evaluation of the coherent tune shift for each transverse oscillation mode re
lies on the impedance budget of the machine and on the broadband resonator models
assumed  The results corresponding to the impedance discussed in  with the ultimate
bunch population of  

protons and an average betatron function of  m are
summarized in Table  together with new calculations for the collision energy 
The direct space charge provides a spread of the incoherent tunes in the order of

 
at injection energy and is therefore sucient for Landau damping of the higher
order head tail modes 	other then the rigid dipole mode
  With a 

dependence this
spread decreases rapidly to reach less than 

at collision energy  Given the safety factor
required it can be veried from Table  that this natural tune spread becomes insucient
for Landau damping of the higherorder head tail modes at top energy before the beams




It has been foreseen to damp the rigid dipole mode by an active feedback  The
minimum octupole scheme shall provide a betatron frequency spread to damp the higher
order modes which would be unstable otherwise  Whatever the quality of the electronics

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Figure  Beam transfer function 	a
 and stability limit 	b
 for relative cross
anharmonicities c   c    c    





































Table  Coherent tune shifts of the transverse headtail modes for the ultimate bunch
population of  

protons and a Gaussian longitudinal distribution with an r m s 
bunch length 
z
  cm at injection and 
z
  cm at top energy  Note that the eective









at injection when the capacitive space charge impedance dominates while at top energy








  M and the coherent tune
shifts are negative  The negative tune shift Q

T
of the rigid dipole mode at injection is
caused by the inductive lowfrequency impedance associated with stripline monitors and
abort kickers 
however active damping is likely to reduce the reliability and complicate the measurement
of the betatron tunes  As a safety measure we propose that the full octupole scheme shall
be able to damp the rigid dipole mode at collision energy corresponding to a real coherent
tune shift of    
 
  The imaginary coherent tune shifts for multibunch dipole
modes are an order of magnitude smaller  while as shown in Fig   the stability limit
for imaginary tune shifts is at worst  times lower than for real tune shifts  The full
octupole scheme therefore ensures Landau damping also against multibunch instabilities
at collision energy  At injection assuming damping of the dipole mode by the feedback
system the direct space charge tune spread is sucient to damp the higherorder coherent
modes 
 Landau damping by machine nonlinearities
The most unfavourable situation arises at collision energy while the beams are still
separated  The tune spread arises mostly from the dodecapolar imperfections of the low
beta triplets  With the present estimate of the errors the average amplitude detuning at
 is too small  

 with an rms value larger than its average   It is therefore
not possible to rely on natural damping 
 Octupole scheme for Landau Damping
The impedances and hence the coherent tune shifts are expected to be comparable
in the horizontal and vertical planes  Following Eqs  	
 and 	
 a natural solution to
provide the same tunespread in the two planes is a scheme made of a single family of
octupoles placed close to the F and D cell quadrupoles  This scheme would however not
be easily usable if an instability would develop in only one plane  As already foreseen in
the Conceptual Design  the F and D octupoles are therefore grouped into two distinct
families  In the reference case of equal tune shifts the two families have equal strengths 
From Eqs  	
 and 	



















are the betatron functions at the two families of octupoles in the relevant
plane 
This large negative value of c leads to a favourable enhancement of damping in the
twodegree of freedom case it is intermediate between the cases shown in Fig  II and
Fig  III  Assuming a positive value of the detuning coecient a from these gures the
maximum normalised coherent tune shift for which the rigid dipole mode is stabilized by






















 the required integrated octupole strength per octupole

















































This integrated octupole strength requires about  octupoles per arc and per family





l   m   There are presently  positions available for octupoles in each arc 
i e  much more than needed for Landau damping  We like to build in this system a safety
margin in relation with the uncertainty in the evaluation of the machine impedance and
with the gain due to the nonlinear coupling in the octupoles never exploited so far in
other machines  Some safety margin is also required to ensure Landau damping for slightly
negative chromaticities  We therefore retain our initial number of  octupoles total per
arc  The corresponding amplitude detuning at the dynamic aperture 	
 is of the order
of  
 
 which is acceptable in collision 
 Correction of the Octupolar Field Imperfection of the Dipoles
The octupolar eld imperfection of the dipoles contributes in a signicant way to
the limitation of the stable motion in LHC version    The positions available for the
octupoles close to the cell quadrupoles do not allow to simulate the dipole positions  We
nevertheless calculate the requirement from such a correction in case it would turn out to
be at least partly ecient 
The geometry of the in dipoles produces a systematic octupolar component
which changes sign from one aperture to the other  The eld integral vanishes around
the machine  Although the tracking has not yet been done with this newly identied
imperfection experience with previous LHC versions shows no signicant degradation for
zeroaverage imperfections  However the fabrication process may give rise to a systematic
component it is expected to dier from production line to production line and to lie in
the range b

   

for all energies   With the  production lines assumed
the probability for a nonzero average is rather high 
In the following we consider two criteria for the correction of the average b

 the
cancellation of the eld integral or of the amplitude detunings 

 Correction of the Octupolar Field Integral
Comparing Eq  	


















is the guide eld and R
r
the reference radius  Assuming a worst case where all




 the integrated strength is
O
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This corresponds to  of the octupole scheme required for Landau damping 
 Correction of the Amplitude Detunings






 are almost the same for the dipoles and oc
tupoles 	see Eqs  	
 and 	

 the direct terms in 	s


are very dierent  Computing the
ratio c of the crossterm to the direct term with MAD yields c    for the two equal
octupole families and c    for the dipoles 
This dierence by a factor of two does not qualify the octupole scheme as a means
to correct the octupolar imperfection of the dipoles 
 Conclusion
There is a tradeo between Landau damping and dynamic aperture  The former
requires a large tune spread in the core of the beam while the latter sets an upper bound
for the tune spread of particles with large amplitudes close to the aperture limit  At
injection a tunespread of 
 
should be produced for one to two sigmas amplitude
while it should be limited to   
 
at six sigmas or more  The consequence is that
the machine nonlinearities cannot be used at injection to provide Landau damping but
should rather be carefully corrected  The stability of the collective motion is guaranteed
by the spacecharge tune spread supplemented by a feedback system  In collision the
coherent tune shift of the dipole mode is some ten times smaller  It becomes then possible
to fulll the two criteria  This will be the case as well during part of the ramp  It becomes
then possible to take advantage of an octupole scheme which provides an ecient and
reliable way of damping transverse instabilities  The proposed scheme includes two families
of  octupoles each placed respectively close to the F and D arc quadrupoles  This





l   m  A safety margin of  is included to cope with the uncertainty of the
LHC impedance budget to operate the machine with slightly negative chromaticities
and to avoid relying completely on D damping  This scheme should be of little use for
increasing the dynamic aperture  The nonavailability of a position in the middle of the




if this turns out to be
necessary 
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